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1. Reviews of My Russian have praised McNamer's portrait of Francesca as being one of 'the most
original' explorations of a woman's mid-life crisis in recent fiction. What are some of the elements
that make her such an original creation? 2. 'Who shot Ren?' is one of the central questions that
carries the plot forward. Were you surprised to learn who did it? 3. Look back and examine the
passages in which McNamer alludes to the possible culprits who shot Ren. How does she lead you
to think it is someone other than the person it turns out to be while not technically 'deceiving' the
reader? 4. By the end of the novel, we learn who shot Ren and whether Francesca will assume a
new identity or embrace her old one. What does Francesca learn by the end of the book? 5. What
roles do the elements and the natural world play in this novel? How are they woven into the plot
and themes of the book? 6. Many of McNamer's characters mark time with historical events; their
lives and perceptions are changed significantly by some of these events. In what ways have the
events she describes--or any of similar magnitude--altered your life or your outlook on life? 7. If
Francesca decides to fake her death and assume a new identity, she will have to forfeit her role as
a mother. Can you recall other novels, recent or historical, in which women entertain the possibility
of 'unbecoming' mothers, or in which women actually abandon their children? 8. Though
Francesca's Russian gardener has a relatively small role in the actual text, why is My Russian an
appropriate title?
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Panache, Volume 1, Issues 1-2 , , 1965, American literature, . .

A tender silence , Karen Keast, 1989, Fiction, 253 pages. .

Carry the One A Novel, Carol Anshaw, Mar 6, 2012, Fiction, 253 pages. When a car of inebriated
guests from Carmen's wedding hits and kills a girl on a country road, Carmen and the people
involved in the accident connect, disconnect and reconnect.

Dark Harbor A Chesapeake Bay Mystery, Vivian Lawry, W Lawrence Gulick, Sep 28, 2009, Fiction, .
During the final sail of the season, lightning disables Nora Perry's boat. In search of a phone, she
and Hendrick van Pelt (Van) find the decaying body of a colleague in his.

The Summer Hideaway , Susan Wiggs, Mar 1, 2010, Fiction, 400 pages. Never get
attachedвЂ”Private nurse and protected witness Claire Turner lives by this motto. Fleeing a
treacherous past, she knows no other way. Never give upвЂ”In the twilight of.

Red Rover , Deirdre McNamer, 2007, Fiction, 264 pages. A new work by the author of Rima in the
Weeds follows the adventures of Aiden and Neil Terney, whose childhood dreams are shattered by
the devastating realities of World War II.

Termination Dust , Sue Henry, Oct 13, 2009, Fiction, 100 pages. Book description to come..

Summer in the City , David Homel, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, 150 pages. Charlie was looking forward
to summer vacation until he realized he would be stuck at home with his little brother the entire
time, but Charlie ends up making new friends and.
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Raintree: Inferno , Linda Howard, May 1, 2007, Fiction, 288 pages. Two hundred years after the
Raintree clan defeated and abandoned them on a small Caribbean Island, the Ansara wizards are
rising again to take on their bitterest foes. Despite.

Adam's Vow , Karen Rose Smith, Mar 1, 1995, Fiction, 187 pages. .

Nietzsche's Lament , Richard Loofbourrow, 2008, Fiction, 396 pages. Nietzsche's Lament is a
crime/thriller about two female serial killers caught up in a web of deception, devil worship, and
cult religion. When two female serial killers.

Deadfall Hotel , Steve Rasnic Tem, Apr 17, 2012, Fiction, 304 pages. This is the hotel where our
nightmares go... ItвЂ™s where horrors come to be themselves, and the dead pause to rest
between worlds. Recently widowed and unemployed, Richard.

Mind Bender , William Saxon, 1989, Fiction, 250 pages. .



Inheritance of Love , Mary Ellen Simpson, Jul 1, 2005, Fiction, 144 pages. When Leila Brannion of
Cork, Ireland, inherits a cattle farm in Alberta, Canada, her life becomes very complicated,
disturbed, and frustrated as she pursues a career andThe Avengers , Charles O. Goulet, Jan 1,
2008, Fiction, 160 pages. The Avengers is the fifth book of the series, The Marin Family Chronicles.
It continues the story of Pierre, Francoise, and their sons as they struggle to make a life for
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The Summer Hideaway , Susan Wiggs, Mar 1, 2010, Fiction, 400 pages. Never get
attachedвЂ”Private nurse and protected witness Claire Turner lives by this motto. Fleeing a
treacherous past, she knows no other way. Never give upвЂ”In the twilight ofThe Divorce , Charles
O. Goulet, Aug 1, 2002, Drama, 176 pages. Ryan Graham is astonished and bewildered when
David Evans, his best friend, is troubled and confused by the separation of his parents. As a result,
Ryans friendship with David Deirdre McNamer Alberta The First Man, Charles O. Goulet, 2006,
Fiction, 184 pages. Alberta: The Sun Dance is the story of Little Bear who tries to unite the tribes
of what is now the Province of Alberta, Canada, but he is thwarted by many forces, including is



Officer and the Renegade , Helen R. Myers, Jul 15, 2011, Fiction, 192 pages. TELL ME YOU'RE
INNOCENT! Taylor Benning's urgent plea seared Hugh Blackstone's heart. All the spurned half-
breed had to do was admit he'd been wrongly accused. He knew theThe Warriors , Charles O.
Goulet, Jan 1, 2007, Fiction, 160 pages. The Warriors is the ongoing saga of the Marin family as it
struggles to survive and establish in New France in the early 18th century as France and England
vie for supremacy in download My Russian Deirdre McNamer One Sweet Sin , Linda Shaw, Oct 1,
1990, Fiction, 252 pages This distinctive anthology contains classic and first-rate contemporary
writings that have had a major impact on the field of urban studies. The expert and well-known
scholars. Serious scholarship on the music of Ralph Vaughan Williams is currently enjoying a lively
revival after a period of relative quiescence, and is only beginning to address the.
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The Wolf Princess , Cathryn Constable, Sep 24, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 320 pages. A captivating,
atmospheric mystery set in the crystalline winterland of Russia. Abandoned in a blinding blizzard in
the wintry wilds of Russia, Sophie Smith fears for her lifeStorm Season , William Hauptman, Aug
15, 2001, Fiction, 305 pages. When a catastrophic tornado strikes his North Texas hometown, a
young man caught in the deadening routines of blue collar work is shocked into rediscovering the
importance of My Russian Deirdre McNamer
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Hurricane Season , John Pugh, Doug Miller, 2008, Fiction, 200 pages. Key West is the end of the
world for some. A variety of people come to the island for an assortment of reasons. Our reason,
aside from celebrating Reno's bachelor party, was toThe Traders , Charles O. Goulet, 2006, Comics
& Graphic Novels, 208 pages. The Traders is the continuing story of Pierre and Francoise Marin
who come to Acadia, New France in 1670 as settlers and pioneers where they become involved in
the conflict Mistakes , A. M. Hayward, L. J. Holder, Apr 28, 2011, Fiction My Russian 2000
IrelandГў??s Second World War frontline troops were the men of the Coast Watching Service.
From 1939-45 they maintained a continuous watch along the Irish shoreline, reporting. A
compendium of e-mails sent 1998-99 by "men who had belonged to a bi- and gay-men's list-serve
and were out to their spouses about their sexual orientation"--Introd.
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Flaming Sword , Michael Har-Even, Nov 1, 2002, Fiction, 320 pages. When a dealer in illegal
archeological objects discovers a Palestinian terrorist assassination plot, members of an Israeli
underground who want the plot to succeed murder him



Alberta The Tribes, Charles O. Goulet, Jun 1, 2007, Fiction, 176 pages. Alberta: The Tribes is the
story of a young aboriginal man who, about 4000 years ago, has a vision to unite the many
families that roam the area that is now the Province ofPanache, Volume 1, Issues 1-2 , , 1965,
American literature Let Loose the Dogs , Maureen Jennings, Jan 6, 2003, Fiction, 320 pages.
Investigating the murder conviction of his long-estranged father, who is scheduled to hang,
nineteenth-century detective William Murdoch enters into an illegal gambling ring My Russian
Deirdre McNamer 304 pages Here is the first thing you need to know about me: IвЂ™m a barefoot
girl from red-dirt Oklahoma, and all the marble floors in the world will never change that. Here is
the second. Sunline holds the record for winnings amongst the inductees to the Australian Racing
Hall of Fame, and was the only horse to be inducted while still racing. She was, quite. [BookStrand
Contemporary Romantic Suspense] Workaholic Ross Kennedy never learned to enjoy life until he
meets the woman of his dreams. If only Laurie Miller can convince him.
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Anne Marie Martel , Ethel Devlin, Mar 1, 2008, Biography & Autobiography, 88 pages. Devlin
relates the story of a remarkable woman who founded the congregation of nuns known as the
Sisters of the Child Jesus in the 17th centuryNietzsche's Lament , Richard Loofbourrow, 2008,
Fiction, 396 pages. Nietzsche's Lament is a crime/thriller about two female serial killers caught up
in a web of deception, devil worship, and cult religion. When two female serial killers



My Juliet A Novel, John Ed Bradley, Aug 13, 2002, Fiction, . In his most enthralling novel since the
acclaimed Tupelo Nights, John Ed Bradley tells a scorching story of sex and death in sultry New
Orleans. After years as an вЂњactressвЂќ inThe Wanderers , Charles O. Goulet, 2009, Fiction, 178
pages. The Wanderers is the continuing story of the Marin Family as it struggles to establish itself
in New France as France and England vie for supremacy in North America.The sons



Coyotes: First It Was Cats and Then Dogs; Now They're After Larger Prey , Ronald R.
RobertsExcited Light , Lynn Voedisch, Dec 17, 2006, Fiction, . Ten-year-old Alex Griffin has plenty
of secrets. At night, from his third-floor bedroom in a drafty Victorian mansion, Alex surveys the
world and dreams about how life would be



Carry the One A Novel, Carol Anshaw, Mar 6, 2012, Fiction, 253 pages. When a car of inebriated
guests from Carmen's wedding hits and kills a girl on a country road, Carmen and the people
involved in the accident connect, disconnect and reconnectThe Venturers The Hampton, Harrison,
and Earle Families of Virginia, South Carolina, and Texas, Virginia G. Meynard, Jan 1, 1981,
Reference, 1114 pages
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